
The best kept secret for 
a sparkling clear spa!
PoolRx is the only eco-friendly solution that simplifies 
pool care, dramatically reduces chemical usage  
and lowers your overall cost of maintenance.  

TESTIMONIALS
“When I switched to SpaRx. I couldn’t believe the 
quality of my spa water, no more chemical smell 
and my skin was not dried out like it used to be. 
The water clarity is so much better too. I used to 
use my spa once a month now I am in it at best 
two times a week”

- Mary, Mission Viejo, CA

“I have never has such a hassle free spa. My hot 
tub is clean and fresh with very little time. The 
water is cleaner and clearer than it’s ever been”

- Chris, Laguna Beach, CA

“ I have used your products and haven’t had to 
add any additional products to my hottub. Your 
products have kept my hot tub clear and clean. 
As well, I have saved money by not having to buy 
all those different water products.” 

- Lisa, Cedar Hills, UT

The Ultimate Spa Experience
Improving your spa experience with mineral technology 
that not only makes your spa sparkle like never before 
it feels better and provides a healthier bathing  
environment for you and your family.

AMAZING FORMULA
PoolRx contains a proprietary blend of minerals that 
continuously and effectively eliminate algae for up to 6 
months. The specially treated alloy cylinder is packed 
with minerals that dissolve immediately to form a  
stable residual in the water. The minerals eliminate 
algae while freeing up low levels of chlorine to be more 
productive in the water. During the filtration process 
the minerals are rejuvenated as they return and pass 
through the cylinder. PoolRx works synergistically with  
a constant low level of chlorine. (0.5-1.0 ppm) for  
residential and (1.5-2.0 ppm) for commercial. 

MINERAL TECHNOLOGY

SIMPLIFIES SPA CARE

HEALTHIER WATER

REDUCES CHEMICALS
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ELIMINATES
X Algaecides

X Clarifiers

X Conditioner

X Weekly Shock

Simplifying Spa Care
POOLRx™ REDUCES HARSH CHEMICALS SIMPLE TO USE

Start with a clean filter. Drop spa unit into skimmer 
or place between cartridge filter pleats

One PoolRx Spa unit every 6 months or when the spa is drained 
and 0.5 ppm to 1.0 ppm (2 oz = approx 1 tablespoon) of chlorine 
Granular Once per a week

Maintain Normal spa chemistry other than reduced chlorine level

 

3 FAST ACTING & LONG LASTING
Eliminates all algae immediately and mineral unit needs to be 
replaced every 6 months or whenever the spa is drained.

1 Tbs. of Chlorine
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